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July inflation rate was 8.5% from a year 
ago. While year-on-year comparison is 
appropriate, it is also important to look at 
monthly changes when inflation is going 
on. The government claimed, the July in-
flation was “Zero” which was true as CPI 
did not increase from June. Jan-Jul 
monthly changes are: 0.6, 0.8, 1.2, 0.3, 
1.0, 1.3, 0.0 (%). As April was just 0.3%, 
and May was 1% (annual 12.7%), it is 
premature with one month number to 
say the inflation is ending. Some econo-
mists argue that the inflation has peaked 
because July producer price dropped 
0.5% and crude oil price are lower. If Au-
gust CPI (9/13) shows near 0%, it can be 
real. However, a 0% monthly change 
means prices remain high, just not in-
creasing. Higher interest rates have al-
ready been capping the general demand, 
and inflation can become negative from 
the previous month; however, it would 
decrease only gradually from a year ear-
lier for the coming few months.  
 Concerning the recession fears, we are 
not in a recession yet. Consumption is 
subject to both negative (higher con-
sumer interest rates) and positive (strong 
employment and US dollar) factors. We 
are now afraid that the housing market 
could bring down the whole economy. 
 June was the turning point for the PV 
housing market. Although the number of 
contracts remains a little less than the av-
erage, it is shocking to see such a dra-
matic change. It is also true that quite a 
few escrows are failing and prices are 
heading downward. The number of con-
tracts and mortgage rates peaked in early 
June. Those buyers who purchased their 
homes in May and June may not be able 
to refinance if their home prices go down 
even if rates come down. In the event of 
a financial trouble, selling their homes 
may not be easy, and their net sales pro-
ceeds could be small or even negative if 
prices fall substantially. This situation 
could accelerate the housing slump and 
force the entire economy into a recession. 
 In the medium- and long-term, the new 
bills for infrastructure, climate change 

Sellers Need 
New Strategy 

and fiscal investments can help produc-
tivity to improve and ease the recession 
with hopes for future stable growth with-
out inflation. The labor shortage is a se-
rious concern; a new effective policy to 
encourage people to go back to work is 
also needed. Of course, the ending of the 
pandemic worldwide holds the key to the 
prosperity of our economy. 

Palos Verdes Housing Market 
This year’s statistics have been consist-
ently lower than the last year’s red-hot 
housing market. In June, the new con-
tracts halved to 44 from 90 in June 2021; 
the median closed price peaked in late 
May to early June. It was primarily be-
cause the 30-year fixed mortgage rate 
surpassed 6%(WSJ). In early September, 
the rate soared again up to 6.14%. Alt-
hough the rate has stabilized a little since 
then, The housing sales surge during the 
last 2 weeks of August is unlikely to sus-
tain. September could be a slumping 
month for the housing market. 
 It has been noted that escrow failures 
are on the rise though individual reasons 
are unknown. However, we have not 
seen short sales, NOD or bank owned 
properties for sale. Prices are still higher 
than two years ago; homeowners who 
purchased their homes a few years ago 
can still sell their homes not only to avoid 
financial trouble but to keep good cash 
proceeds. In short, the return of the dire 
housing market situation after the 2008 
meltdown is unlikely. 
 Although the median closed price is now 
below $2M, prices are still higher than 
2021. It is crucial for a seller to sell faster 
than competing listings in a declining 
market. Recently, quite a few sellers cut 
their listing price by $200,000 or so 
(more than $100,000 for inexpensive 
houses); reducing only a few tens of 
thousand dollars do not seem to be effec-
tive. They were, of course, originally 
priced too high. Those listings attrac-
tively priced can still sell quickly.  
 Due to the high housing prices, more 
buyers are flocking to fixer upper proper-
ties; however, low prices are the key to 
success for fixers.  

Common Pricing Mistakes
When the market is downward, the following 
3 common pricing mistakes can be fatal: 
1) Referring to past sold prices only. If your 
agent has pricing data based on contract 
dates, it is possible to adjust past prices to 
today’s. Agents tend to use their sense of the 
market, or informed guess.   
2) If there is no offer or receiving only lowball 
offers, it is simply because the listing price is 
too high. Such seller will be forced to cut the 
price to match the market price (competing 
listing prices). Cutting the price little by little 
is a very common mistake, ending up to al-
ways position behind the curve (higher than 
competitors). When you must reduce the 
price to sell, make it just below competitions. 
If your house remains on the market for a 
long time, you are likely to sell at a price less 
than the right price that could have been set 
slightly below the initial listing price.   
3) A price eventually represents and dictates 
features, condition and location of the prop-
erty. In short, the reason for not selling is the 
price. Todays’ buyers have armed with lots 
of information, and they will not buying into 
sales talks or cosmetic maneuvers. Some 
sellers prefer more adverts, more attractive 
photos/videos, staging, etc. to cutting the 
price. They should consider it as a competi-
tive adjustment. An agent with a good sense 
and experience can give the seller good ad-
vice on how much cut is needed. 
 Some agents, especially out-of-area 
agents, may make errors in the area code 
and other important information on the MLS. 
In PV, the school information is extremely 
important. Although it is so easy to obtain it 
from the PVUSD website, many agents 
leave the school information empty. Under 
today’s tough market condition, a selection 
of your listing agent is becoming crucial. 
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A: Active   U: Contracted     P: Pending   S: Sold  
Prices in '000s. Source: MLS (as of 09/07/22) 

 

Rockyfield contacts 
DRE Broker License: 01328577 
 
727 Silver Spur Rd. Suite 205 
Rolling Hills Estates, CA 90274 
Phone: (310) 544-0857  
Anthony Iwata - Broker  
(English+Japanese) 
Catarina Zerbinatti Iwata – Broker Associate  
(English, Spanish, Portuguese, Japanese, Italian) 
email: properties14@rockyfield.com 

Free Notary Service 
We offer free notary public service 
to the readers on our mailing list. 
Customers who buy or sell their 
homes with Rockyfield will have 
free notary service for 5 years.  
(Direct service only, excl. loan documents; 
additional charge for a trip to your place.)  
Please make an appointment with 
Catarina at 310-544-0857  

Recession? 
Recession fears are persisting. New oil producers’ target of 
$100 has failed to shore up declining oil prices; however, gas-
oline prices are still high. Inflation has cooled consumer de-
mand for clothing and others; utility (electricity) payments are 
getting late, indicating many households are having tough fi-
nancial situation. The FRB’s rate hikes have hit credit card and 
auto loan rates. Yet, soaring rents many have the heaviest im-
pact as housing expenses are the largest in a household 
budget. In PV, a rent amount for a 2000sf house is now above 
$5000. Soaring rents are everywhere, including apartments. 
Especially now, the typical pattern of rising demand for rental 
housing during cooling housing sales is emerging.  
 A series of recent spending bills, like infrastructure, global 
warming, student loans, will start boosting the government ex-
penditures which will help the economy from falling into a re-
cession. Employment is still strong despite certain segments 
of weaknesses. Whether or not we will have a recession is 
subject to the supply disruption related to Ukraine war and the 
FRB’s monetary policy.  
 The FRB is determined to further raise the FF rate (overnight) 
by 0.75% which will directly impact US consumers and de-
mand in general. Especially under the supply disruption, it is 
more likely to bring about a recession. The FRB’s asset reduc-
tion (sale) started in June with negligeable amounts; finally 
they will “aggressively” reduce $9 trillion bond holdings in Sep-
tember and on. It is too late and focus on short-term papers (T 
bills) is rather disappointing. In fact, the long-term Treasury 
yields are lower and the yield curve is flat and partially in-
versed. Long-term rates will increase mortgage rates; how-
ever, the housing market has already cooled. Minor mortgage 
rate increases will only dampen the housing demand without 
crashing it. The housing market would rather be normalized 
and stable prices will deter rents from further soaring. 

Need a handyman?
If you are looking for a house cleaner, handyman, painter, 
plumber, roofer, electrician, gardener, bathtub repairman, 
rain gutter installer or contractor, we should be able to in-
troduce a quality one. Contact: Catarina 
 
 Our free fair market value analysis 
If you just remodeled your house, you ought to be inter-
ested in how much your home is worth now. Or you may 
be simply curious. We will be happy to provide a fair mar-
ket value estimate even if you have no plan to sell. No 
strings attached. 
 
Free weekly market information 
We can provide a free weekly update of the housing market 
in your area, including graphs. Please contact us via e-mail 
with your property address. The list below does not include 
many listings. 

     

 


